
Some homotopygroups of$18.E.23

1. Understand this picture:



1. And this own:



I. So thatwe ultimately understand

and its
ring structure.
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2015 2017-18

new Adams diffls ⑮5, S, 6S
for 51,56 stems so n=61

All three, arXiv 2020:1290 except for some
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in n
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I. In the
ring structure of ixS for *24 is given by

8 = =22
0 =2160 =x/32

jo
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* -is
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·

a
O 3

8
=yr +y =y(yr +a)....... un24

Method (a) We already know Es(S) =ExCS) for the Adams

spectral sequence in this range.
(b) We know is; and is truf in this range.



1) Consider the ring maps
isto deduce productS

structure on itsS. -
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wes
Furthermore, j -ko ibspin induces

e: kpS -> rajsurjective with additive section, and:

· ·-i want
32 j1z J19

j3 j7 j15

slogan:J7j, =jijz =

757, j,
=

yj, Sindices mod 8/



Also recall is truf ring
structure:

In "constellation form,this becomes:
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Now compare in] is***iys -> Axtrf:C
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Interms ofAdams charts: *aS =/e3, y2,453
with equl=jq

By ECIS) ring structure,

13 =p25
+h.o.t.

·
--> π]

I
ely') =pj7

Thus i =xu +

yya
+yr

for some xy e90, 17.

e(w) =re(rY =0 so

0
=e(xn +yyc

+yr)
=xjq +yye(z)

+y2j7
=>x=0,y

=1,
ye(d) =y2j7.

Thus v=ys*y25.



isS: For **14, classical arguments with;suffice for ring
structure, true starts to shine atits S.

· Ea(SIIt-s-is"Fehhn(3-47)* leh, do
h,d,he

· Kohn detectsg, h,do=yk
with 2.yx

=0

->isS
=[k3yr) + 4/3zg3 with y determined modulo(pp, zy)

· Fix a choice of , with the following equivalent conditions:
· s.g

=0 + 52sS I determineup to an odd
· 1(y) =0 =x,stmf =4(z)yk) multiple
Argument with truf/s -> (((y)

=0 ->ag
=0))

(y5k0eS =>(sy =0 -i(y) =0))

09: =5(gen is 50)



· ely)=jis generates is j =21322jig)
· Now check ring structure:

r =0

· yr* =0 by quadratic construction on wist->54.

· e(02) =ywjz =0 e is(j) =vscker(e) =(0,yk).
·Have ((r) =0 and v(y)O, so SFYR.

Fun with aKE TezS:

· v =4E=> rk =4rE detected by h, Pdo

·
=

ys+y20erK:0
vk =
yak

=4UE70

· In particular, as to detected by Pdo, hence ak =p.


